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Abstract
Magnetic Linear Dichroism in Angular Distributions (MLDAD) from Photoelectron

Emission was used to probe the nature of Resonant Photoemission.  Gd 5p and Gd 4f emission
were investigated.  Using novel theoretical simulations, we were able to show that temporal
matching is a requirement for ÒTrueÓ Resonant Photoemission, where the Resonant
Photoemission retains the characteristics of Photoelectron Emission.

Discussion
Resonant Photoemission is the phenemonon where the emission of 4f and 5p electrons

from rare-earth metals and their compounds is strongly enhanced because a second emission
channel  opens up, e.g the photon has just enough energy to excite a 4d electron to an unoccupied
4f level. In a generic picture, the indirect channel of the resonant photoemission is interpreted as
due to a process where a 4d electron in the initial state is first excited to the unoccupied 4f level,
forming a tightly coupled, bound intermediate state, 4d core hole plus 4f electrons. Then a decay
via autoionization occurs into the final state, thus producing a final state identical to that obtained
by a direct photoemission process for the ejected electron. [1] The transition rate is greatly
enhanced if the excited state decay is  by a Coster-Kronig or a super-Coster-Kronig [(s)CK]
process. [2,3]

 
The key question is whether these processes are coherent or incoherent: Is it truly

Òresonant photoemissionÓ or merely the incoherent addition of a second emission channel?
Should the overall intensity be treated as a squaring of the sum of the amplitudes (coherent) or
summing of the squares of the amplitudes (incoherent)? A true Òresonant photoemissionÓ process
should be coherent, involving interference terms between the direct photoemission and indirect
photoemission channels. Possibly, incoherence would give rise to the loss of photoemission
characteristics in the process, with a domination of Auger-like properties.

To this problem we have applied the new photoelectron spectroscopy technique of
magnetic linear dichroism in angular distributions (MLDAD). [4-7] 

 
  This technique is related to

but distinct from the techniques of magnetic x ray circular dichroism (MXCD) in photoelectron
spectroscopy and x ray absorption. [8-14] 

 
  The key is that while large dichroic effects in

ferromagnets can be observed with MXCD-photoemission and MXCD-absorption, the large
MLDAD effects in ferromagnets is solely a photoemission, not an absorption-driven, process.
This is because the chirality which gives rise to magnetic sensitivity is due to the vectorial
configuration in MLDAD as opposed to the intrinsic chirality of circularly polarized x rays in the
MXCD techniques. 

 
 In absorption, where there is an essential averaging over all emission

angles, the vectorial chirality is lost.  Thus, MLDAD is the ideal measurement to distinguish
between photoemission and absorption processes.  Angle-resolved photoemission in a magnetic



system should show an MLDAD effect:
x ray absorption and thus auger-like
emission will show no MLDAD effect.
Experimental details can be found
elsewhere.  [15-19]  Theoretical spectra
were calculated in intermediate coupling
using Cowan's relativistic Hartree-Fock
code.[20]  Radiative transitions were
taken into account to first order and
(s)CK transitions to infinite order. [21-
23]  Line broadening of the
photoelectron state and experimental
resolution were included by a
convolution with a Lorentzian and a
Gaussian, respectively.  For the 4f
emission the interference effects
between the different photoemission
final states and between direct and
resonant channel were fully included.
The interference term was excluded in
the 5p calculation.

The study included an extensive
theoretical and experimental data set,
collected ÒonÓ and ÒoffÓ resonance.
Some of the spectra can be seen in
Figure 1.  These spectra, coupled to
results not shown here [17-19], lead to
the following conclusions.  The Gd 4f
resonant photoemission is confirmed to
be photoemission-like, because it shows
an MLDAD effect on resonance.  The
Gd 5p resonant emission is shown to be
dominated by Auger-like contributions,
owing to the absence of an MXLD
effect at resonance. The experiment
results are confirmed by the theoretical
simulations.  It appears that temporal
channel matching is a requirement for
channel interference and the persistence
of photoemission effects.  The Coster-
Kronig decay that occurs in the 5p
emission occurs on a time scale of about
10-15 sec. [2]

  
 The super-Coster-Kronig

delay of the 4f should be significantly
faster. [2,3]  This would speed up the
indirect channel, bringing it nearer to
the time duration of x ray absorption
(10-17 sec or less) that dominates the
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Figure 1. A series of experimental and theoretical 4f and
5p photoemission spectra (for the two opposite
magnetization directions) and normalized difference
curves.  The photon energy was 150 eV for the 4f and
151eV for the 5p; (a) Gd 4f, photoelectron spectra,
experimental; (b) Gd 4f, photoelectron spectra difference,
experimental; (c) Gd 4f, photoelectron spectra, theory; (d)
Gd 4f, photoelectron spectra difference, theory; (e) Gd 5p,
photoelectron spectra, experimental; (f) Gd 5p,
photoelectron spectra difference, experimental; (g) Gd 5p,
photoelectron spectra, theory; (h) Gd 5p, photoelectron
spectra difference, theory. EDC is energy distribution
curve. The spectra in (a), (c), (e), & (g) are EDCÕs, where
the photon energy is held constant and the kinetic energy
is scanned. PND stands for peak normalized difference,
where the dichroism difference at each binding energy is
divided by the sum of the two intensity maxima, one from
each pair. The photon energies of 150 eV and 151 eV are
ÒonÓ resonance.



direct photoemission channel.  Thus, not only must the energies of the two channels match but
also the time duration, in order to observe Òtrue resonant photoemissionÓ.
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